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Abstract
Adaptive multiresolution hierarchies are highly efficient at representing spatially coherent graphics data. We
introduce a framework for compressing such adaptive hierarchies using a compact randomly-accessible tree
structure. Prior schemes have explored compressed trees, but nearly all involve entropy coding of a sequential traversal, thus preventing fine-grain random queries required by rendering algorithms. Instead, we use
fixed-rate encoding for both the tree topology and its data. Key elements include the replacement of pointers
by local offsets, a forested mipmap structure, vector quantization of inter-level residuals, and efficient coding
of partially defined data. Both the offsets and codebook indices are stored as byte records for easy parsing by
either CPU or GPU shaders. We show that continuous mipmapping over an adaptive tree is more efficient
using primal subdivision than traditional dual subdivision. Finally, we demonstrate efficient compression of
many data types including light maps, alpha mattes, distance fields, and HDR images.

Light map (1.0 bits/pixel)

Alpha matte (0.4 bits/pixel)

Distance field (0.07 bits/pixel)

HDR image (5.0 bits/pixel)

Figure 1: Coherent data stored in a compact randomly accessible adaptive hierarchy with efficient mipmap filtering.
1. Introduction
Spatial data in computer graphics is often very coherent.
For example, distance fields are continuous, light maps are
smooth except at shadow boundaries, alpha mattes are
constant except near silhouettes, and high-dynamic-range
(HDR) images have broad regions of similar luminance.
Effective data compression permits more image content to
be stored within a given memory budget.
There is a large body of work on compressing coherent
data, particularly in the context of images. However, most
compression schemes such as JPEG2000 involve sequential
traversal of the data for entropy coding, and therefore lack
efficient fine-grain random access. A fundamental challenge in rendering is that, while some input can be
streamed sequentially (e.g. geometric primitives), the
remaining data accesses are often random (e.g. projected
texture maps, parallax occlusion maps, shadow maps).
Compression techniques that retain random access are more
rare. A common approach is fixed-rate compression of
image blocks, such as vector quantization [YFT80;
NH92;BAC96] and the S3TC/DXT scheme widely available in hardware [MB98].
© The Eurographics Association 2007.

For the case of coherent data, traditional block-based
compression has two drawbacks. First, blocks encode data
at a single scale and therefore lack a good prediction model
for low-frequency variations (e.g. linear ramps) that span
across many blocks. Second, most schemes allocate a
uniform bit-rate across the image, and thus lose information
in high-detail regions, while over-allocating bits in lowdetail regions.
Adaptive hierarchies such as wavelets and quadtrees offer
both multiresolution prediction and spatial adaptivity [e.g.
Sha93;Sam06]. Such tree structures have been applied to
light maps [Hec90], distance fields [FPRJ00], point sets
[RL01], octree textures [BD02;DGPR02], and irradiance
[CB04]. Several techniques compress trees as reviewed in
Section 2, but these techniques generally require sequential
traversal and therefore give up efficient random access.
Contributions. We design a compressed tree representation that preserves fine-grain random access by using fixedrate encoding for both the tree topology and its data. As
shown in Figure 1, our scheme efficiently compresses
coherent spatial data that is typically difficult for traditional
block-based approaches: distance fields, light maps, alpha
mattes and HDR images. To our knowledge this is the first
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scheme to offer random access to a compressed adaptive
hierarchy. Novel elements include:
• Use of a primal-subdivision tree structure for efficient
mipmap filtering over an adaptive hierarchy.
• Replacement of node pointers by local offsets, and
optimization of tree layout for concise offset encoding.
• A forested mipmap structure formed by replacing the
coarsest levels by a mipmap and indirection table.
• Lossy compression of inter-level residuals using vector
quantization (VQ) over broods in the tree, and extension
to sparsely defined data.
The end result is an extremely simple data structure in
which both topology and data are encoded in 8-bit fields.
Because the codebook indices refer to data blocks rather
than individual samples, the tree is one level shallower than
the finest resolution data.
Our scheme is not intended for detailed color images,
which result in dense trees and are thus better handled by
block-based schemes. Nonetheless we show that these
encode reasonably well.
Evaluation cost. One concern with tree structures is that
they may increase memory bandwidth since each query
involves several memory references. However, hierarchical access patterns are very coherent in practice [CB04], so
most memory reads can be intercepted by memory caches.
In fact, with sufficient query locality, the tree data only
needs to be read from memory once (per pass), so the
compactness of the tree is a bandwidth win, as analyzed in
more detail in Section 8.

Hierarchical vector quantization. Several schemes use
VQ in a hierarchical setting. Gersho and Shoham [GS84]
apply VQ to coarse-level amplitudes, and use these quantized values to guide the selection of codebooks at finer
levels. Vaisey and Gersho [VG88] adaptively subdivide
image blocks based on their variance, apply frequency
transforms to the blocks, and use different VQ codebooks
for different-sized blocks. The multistage hierarchical
vector quantization (MSHVQ) of Ho and Gersho [HG88] is
closest to our approach in that its stages perform downsampling, block-based VQ, and subtraction of the linearly
interpolated reconstructions. It differs in that the VQ
blocks do not form a regular tree structure, and adaptivity is
only considered in the last stage with highest resolution.
Tree-structured VQ [GG92] uses a decision tree to accelerate VQ encoding; another acceleration technique is
hierarchical table lookup [CCG96].
Block-based schemes. Block-based data compression has
been a very active area of research [e.g. SW03;SA05]. The
latest graphics hardware supports several new block-based
schemes [Bly06].
The most relevant to us is
DXGI_FORMAT_BC4_UNORM (BC4U), a scheme for
lossy compression of single-channel (grayscale) images; it
is 4 bits/pixel like the original DXT1 scheme.
Adaptive random-access schemes. Other adaptive representations include indirection tables [KE02], page tables
[LKS*06], quadtrees of images [FFBG01], B-trees of
losslessly compressed blocks [IM06], and spatial hashing
[LH06]. These schemes are able to adapt the spatial distribution of data samples, but do not focus on hierarchical
compression of the data itself.

To mitigate the computational cost of traversing the tree,
we collapse the coarsest levels to form a “forested mipmap” as described in Section 4.3.

Unlike previous random-access compression schemes, our
hierarchy exploits data prediction across resolutions, which
is key to concisely encoding smoothly varying data.

Our compressed adaptive tree is appropriate for both CPU
and GPU evaluation. We demonstrate trilinear mipmap
evaluation within a pixel shader, and achieve real-time
performance without specialized hardware.

3. Primal subdivision for efficient interpolation

2. Related work
Sequential traversals. Most schemes for compressing tree
data consider a linear ordering of the tree nodes and encode
a sequence of traversal codes and/or data residuals [e.g.
Kno80;Woo84;Sam85;GW91;TS00]. Using a good prediction model and entropy coding, such pointerless
representations achieve excellent compression, and have
been applied to image wavelets [Sha93], isosurfaces
[SK01], and point-based surfaces [BWK02]. However,
these linear representations do not allow efficient random
access to the spatial data, as they require decompression of
the whole tree.
Location codes. An alternative is to store a spatially
ordered list of the locations of leaf nodes [e.g. Gar82], but
such a list does not permit hierarchical compression of the
node data.
Random-access trees. Rusinkiewicz and Levoy [RL01]
introduce a point-cluster hierarchy that supports viewdependent traversal. Their structure could be adapted to
random point queries, but this would require decoding of
many sibling nodes at each tree level.

3.1 Traditional dual subdivision
In a traditional region quadtree (dimension 𝑑 = 2), nodes
correspond to spatial cells that are properly nested across
resolution levels, forming a dual-subdivision structure
[ZS01]. An important drawback of a dual tree is that
mipmap filtering becomes expensive when the tree is
adaptive. Indeed, Benson and Davis [BD02] explain that
mipmap interpolation requires a total of 3 lookups per
level. The problem is that pruned tree nodes must be
interpolated from the next-coarser level (as shown by the
red arrows in Figure 2a), and this interpolation requires a
large support (e.g. point 𝐷 requires values from nodes 𝐴, 𝐵,
and 𝐶). Also, in pruned areas of the tree, the successive
interpolations of the 3 local nodes is equivalent to a
multiquadratic B-spline, which is nicely smooth but expensive to evaluate.
3.2 Our primal subdivision approach
We instead associate tree nodes with the cell corners (e.g.
as in [FPRJ00] and [LKS*06]), so that finer nodes have
locations that are a superset of coarser nodes (though their
values may differ).
This corresponds to a primalsubdivision structure, and allows continuous interpolation
© The Eurographics Association 2007.
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over an adaptive tree using only 2 lookups per level (e.g.
nodes 𝐵,𝐶 in Figure 2b). Moreover, refinement can terminate with simple multilinear interpolation when all 2 local
nodes are pruned. To our knowledge these advantages of
primal trees have not been explained previously.
To represent a primal tree, we “slant” the tree structure as
shown in Figure 2b. Thus, in 2D, the children of a node at
location (𝑥, 𝑦) have locations (𝑥, 𝑦), (𝑥 + 2 , 𝑦), (𝑥, 𝑦 +
2 ), and (𝑥 + 2 , 𝑦 + 2 ) in level 𝑙. This slanting
causes some subtrees to fall outside the input domain, as
illustrated by the dangling links on the right boundary.
(Dual trees have similar undefined subtrees if the domain
size is not a power of two.) Fortunately, our data compression scheme (Section 5) is able to efficiently ignore such
undefined data.
For completeness, we show pseudocode for continuous
mipmap interpolation over a primal 1D tree, first on a
complete tree:
class Tree {
Tree L, R;
float val;
}

l

r

L R val

L R val

l.L

L R val

l.R

L R val

r.L

L R val

r.R

L R val

float evaluate1D(Tree root, float x, float level) {
return evaluate1DRec(x, level, root.L, root.R);
}
float evaluate1DRec(float x, float level, Tree l, Tree r) {
float vC = interp(l.val, r.val, x); // value at current level
if (level<=0.0) return vC;
float vF;
// value at finer level
if (x<0.5) {
// select left/right subtree
vF = evaluate1DRec((x-0.0)*2, level-1.0, l.L, l.R);
} else {
vF = evaluate1DRec((x-0.5)*2, level-1.0, l.R, r.L);
}
if (level>=1.0) return vF;
return interp(vC, vF, level);
// blend two levels
}

Next, we eliminate the recursion and generalize the evaluation to an adaptive tree:
float evaluate1D(Tree root, float x, float level) {
Tree l = root.l, r = root.r;
float vl = l.val, vr = r.val;
float vC = interp(vl, vr, x);
// value at current level
for (;;) {
if (!l && !r) return vC;
// early exit if pruned
vm = interp(vl, vr, 0.5);
// default midpoint value
if (x<0.5) {
// select left/right subtree
x = (x-0.0)*2; l = (l ? l.L : 0); r = (l ? l.R : 0); vr = vm;
} else {
x = (x-0.5)*2; l = (l ? l.R : 0); r = (r ? r.L : 0); vl = vm;
}
if (l) vl=l.val;
// set values if not pruned
if (r) vr=r.val;
float vF = interp(vl, vr, x);
// value at current level
if (level<=1.0) return interp(vC, vF, level);
vC = vF; level = level-1.0;
}
}

The generalization of the evaluation procedure to higher
dimensions is straightforward.

© The Eurographics Association 2007.
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Figure 2: Dual-subdivision and primal-subd. trees in 1D.
In an adaptive tree, pruned nodes (hollow circles) must be
interpolated from coarser values, and this is more complicated in dual subdivision.
4. Compressed tree topology
We now describe our scheme for compressing the topology
of the tree; Section 5 will address the compression of its
associated data.
Terminology. A tree node with at least one child is an
internal node; otherwise it is a leaf. The depth of a node is
the length of the path to the root, so the root node has depth
zero. Level 𝑙 of the tree refers to all nodes at depth 𝑙. The
tree height 𝐿 is the maximum level. A complete tree has all
its leaves at the same depth, and hence a total of 2 leaves.
In an arbitrary tree, each node may have any number (0 to
2 ) of children. We focus on full trees, in which all internal nodes have a full set of (2 ) children. Note that a
complete tree is always full, but not conversely.
4.1 Traditional tree data structures
We begin by reviewing structures for tree topology. In the
simplest case, each node contains a data record and 2
pointers to child nodes, any of which can be NULL:
struct Node {
Data data;
d
Node* children[2 ]; // NULL if the child is pruned
};

Assuming 32-bit pointers, the tree topology requires 4 ⋅ 2
bytes per node, with much wasted space at the leaf nodes.
Sibling tree. An improvement for full trees is to allocate
sibling nodes contiguously (forming a brood), and to store
a single pointer from the parent to the brood [HW91], thus
reducing topology encoding to 4 bytes/node:
struct Node {
Data data;
Brood* brood;
};

// pointer to first child, or NULL

struct Brood {
// children nodes allocated consecutively
d
Node nodes[2 ];
};

Autumnal tree. If pointers and data records have the same
size, an even better scheme is to raise the data from leaf
nodes into their parents, to form an autumnal tree [FM86].
Hence the Node structures are only allocated for internal
nodes. A single bit identifies if a child is a leaf, and is
often hidden within the pointer/data field. Tree topology is
reduced to 4 ⋅ 2 +
bytes/node. For a quadtree, this is
1.125 bytes/node, much less than the sibling tree.
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Figure 3: Example of a primal autumnal tree and its
memory packing. Dashes denote undefined data values.
struct PointerOrData {
bit leafchild;
union {
Node* pointer;
Data data;
};
};
struct Node {
Data data;
d
PointerOrData children[2 ];
};

Level 𝑙 Num. nodes Scaling 𝑠 Padding (bytes)
0
1
500
58
1
4
316
354
2
9
135
897
3
25
61
960
4
76
26
1016
5
202
10
555
6
486
5
0
7
1228
1
0
8
3218
1
0
9
8322
1
0

Table 1: Result of offset encoding for the data in Figure 5.
A forested mipmap replaces tree levels 0-4 (Section 4.3).
4.3 Forested mipmap

// if not leafchild
// if leafchild

// only for internal nodes

4.2 Encoded local offsets
Even in an autumnal tree, the pointers remain the limiting
factor for memory size. Our contribution is to replace such
pointers by local offsets. Hunter and Willis [HW91]
consider replacing absolute pointers by offsets, but define
offsets from the start of the tree data structure. Instead, we
define offsets locally, such that an offset of zero refers to
memory just after the current node.
Starting with an autumnal tree, we replace each absolute
32-bit pointer by a local scaled offset encoded into 7 bits.
The tree data values will also be encoded into 7 bits, so that
the PointerOrData structure fits nicely in one byte.
We pack the nodes in memory in preorder as shown in
Figure 3. At fine levels, parent nodes are close to all of
their children. At coarser levels, the children become
separated by their own subtrees, so the offset from the
parent to its last child grows. Our idea is to encode each
offset 𝑦 into a 7-bit code 𝑥 ∈ [0,127] as 𝑦 = 𝑠 𝑥 where 𝑠
is a per-level scaling parameter. At finer levels where
offsets are small, this encoding is wasteless with 𝑠 = 1.
At coarser levels where 𝑠 > 1, if the desired offsets cannot
be encoded exactly (i.e. are not a multiple of 𝑠 ), we leave
some padding space between the subtrees.
We perform the packing in a fine-to-coarse order. For each
level, having already packed the finer subtrees into memory
blocks, we iteratively concatenate these subtree blocks after
their respective parents such that they are addressable as
encoded offsets from the parents — leaving padding space
as needed. We exhaustively search for the integer scaling
factor 𝑠 ∈ {⌈𝑦max ⁄127⌉ … 𝑦max } that gives the best packing
(where 𝑦max is the largest offset). Table 1 shows some
example results.
Another strategy would be to pack nodes in level-order
(equivalent to breadth-first search). However, such ordering would give offsets that are larger and less predictable.

Maintaining the coarsest levels as a tree structure has a
number of drawbacks: (1) These levels are usually dense,
so adaptivity is unnecessary; (2) The traversal of these
coarse levels adds runtime cost; (3) Much of the padding
space introduced by our offset encoding occurs there; (4)
VQ compression is ineffective due to the small number of
data nodes. For these reasons, we collapse the coarsest tree
levels 0..4 to form a (non-adaptive) mipmap pyramid. At
the finest of these pyramid levels, we also store a 172
indirection table with pointers to the resulting clipped
subtrees. We call this overall structure a forested mipmap.
For the same example in Table 1, the forested mipmap
results in a decrease of 1847 bytes. Overall the tree topology requires 0.36 bytes/node for this quadtree.
5. Compressed tree data
A benefit of a tree structure 𝑇 is that data at finer levels can
be predicted from coarser levels [e.g. BA83], in our case by
simple multilinear interpolation. In the case of spatially
coherent data, the residual differences tend to be small.
Indeed, pruning of subtrees with near-zero residuals already
offers significant data compression. In this section, we
examine how to further compress the data residuals themselves.
5.1 Brood-based vector quantization
To support efficient random access, we compress the interlevel residuals using vector quantization. VQ is an approach that approximates a set of vectors by a small
codebook, replacing each vector by an index into the
codebook [GG92].
Specifically, we apply VQ to the blocks of data residuals
associated with the broods of the tree. Recall that a brood
is the set of 2 children of a parent node. Each codebook
index encodes the data residuals for these 2 data samples.
We use a codebook of 128 elements: each codebook index
is 7 bits. For a complete quadtree, these indices correspond
to storage of 1.75 bits per data at the finest level, or a total
of 2.33 bits per data when accounting for all levels.
Thus, we create a new tree 𝑇 (which we call a VQ tree) in
which each node data is a 7-bit codebook index. Because
each index encodes a block of residual data, the VQ tree 𝑇
is one level shorter than the original data tree 𝑇. That is,
each leaf node in 𝑇 stores data for 2 samples in leaves of
© The Eurographics Association 2007.
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𝑇. Our association of a data block per tree node is similar
to brick maps [CB04], although we store residuals and
encode the blocks.
For a single-channel image, each residual vector contains 4
pixel residuals, and is therefore 4-dimensional. The 128
codevectors are a sparse sampling of this 4D space. (For a
color image, the codevectors are an even sparser sampling
of a 12D space.) Fortunately, there is significant clustering.
In addition, the VQ tree is able to correct coarse-level
errors in the finer levels. Because the tree encodes a
cascade of small residuals, tree-based VQ yields significantly less error than VQ applied to a uniform grid of
blocks [BAC96], as seen in Figure 13.
In 2D, we visualize the adaptive primal tree 𝑇 by outlining
each node’s Voronoi region, and showing its VQ data as 4
sub-squares. This nicely reveals both the tree structure and
the data resolution.
Implementation. We compute a separate codebook at
each tree level, using 𝑘-means clustering [Llo82], which
converges to a local minimum of the summed intra-cluster
variance. To help jump out of local minima, we use cluster
teleportation as in [CAD04].
To reduce codebook sizes, we further quantize the codevector themselves to 8 bits per coordinate, and this is achieved
as an easy extension to the 𝑘-means clustering algorithm.
Lastly, at the finest level 𝐿 of the tree, we know that all
nodes must be leaves. Therefore we omit the leafchild bit
and instead use an 8-bit codebook index, together with a
256-entry codebook. This helps to improve compression
accuracy at the finest level.
5.2 Extension of VQ to undefined data
As discussed in Section 3.2, subtrees sometimes extend
beyond the defined domain, so there exist residual blocks
for which some data values are undefined. We exploit the
fact that we don’t care about these residuals to reduce the
error of the vector quantizer, as follows.
A not so well known property of 𝑘-means clustering is that
it can be extended to partially defined data and still preserve its convergence properties [LFWV03]. The standard
𝑘-means clustering algorithm iterates between (1) assigning
each vector to the closest cluster point, and (2) updating
each cluster point as the mean of the vectors assigned to it.
The generalization for partially defined data is to modify
these steps to just ignore the undefined components of the
input vectors, both when computing distances in step 1 and
the centroid points in step 2.
5.3 Construction of adaptive VQ tree
We seek to construct a simplified VQ tree while bounding
the 𝐿 approximation error at all levels to a given threshold
value 𝜏. Because VQ compression is lossy, even the
complete VQ tree may not satisfy the tolerance 𝜏, and in
that case our goal is to avoid introducing any further such
errors.
At a high-level, the construction of the adaptive VQ tree 𝑇
involves three steps:
(1) Create a complete mipmap tree 𝑇 of desired data values.
© The Eurographics Association 2007.

(2) Apply brood-based vector quantization to form a
complete VQ tree 𝑇 of compressed residuals.
(3) Adaptively prune the tree 𝑇 subject to satisfying 𝜏.
A useful extension is to reach a desired compression rate
(e.g. 1.5 bits/pixel) by repeating step (3) using a binary
search over 𝜏.
A limitation of this algorithm is that it computes the perlevel VQ codebooks using all block residuals in the complete tree, even though the final simplified tree will only
contain a subset of these blocks. However, the effect
should be minor since the pruned blocks have near-zero
residuals. There is actually a complicated inter-dependence
between the tree structure and the per-level codebooks. In
particular, it is not a good idea to recompute new codebooks on the final simplified tree because this could result
in approximation errors that exceed the tolerance τ.
We next discuss the 3 steps in more detail.
Mipmap construction.
In fine-to-coarse order 𝑙 =
𝐿-1 … 0, we compute the desired values 𝑑 at nodes of level
𝑙 from those at level 𝑙+1 as a least-squares optimization
min 𝑃 , 𝑑 − 𝑑
where the rows of matrix 𝑃 ,
contain the multilinear interpolation weights (i.e. 0, 1, or
powers of , for our primal subdivision).
VQ compression of the complete tree. We process each
level 𝑙 = 1 … 𝐿 of the tree in coarse-to-fine order as follows. We compute the predicted values 𝑝 = 𝑃 , 𝑎
by
at
multilinear interpolation of the approximated values 𝑎
the next-coarser level (with 𝑎 = 0). The residuals
𝑟 = 𝑑 − 𝑝 are compressed using brood-based VQ, resulting in compressed residuals 𝑟̃ . Thus, the approximated
values are 𝑎 = 𝑝 + 𝑟̃ , and we clamp these to the signal
range which is typically [0,1]. We also compute the signed
approximation errors 𝑒 = 𝑎 − 𝑑 .
Adaptive tree pruning. We process each level 𝑙 =
𝐿-1 … 0 of the VQ tree 𝑇 in fine-to-coarse order, looking
to prune its leaves. The basic idea is to allow simplification
as long as the accumulated approximation errors at all
affected nodes in the original tree 𝑇 do not exceed the
tolerance, i.e. ∀𝑙, ‖𝑒 ‖ ≤ 𝜏.
Because autumnal trees are full, the atomic simplification
operation on 𝑇 is the removal of all 2 leaf nodes in a
brood. Thus, we need only consider a brood if all its
subtrees have been pruned. Since each child in the brood
(assumed at level 𝑙) contains a codebook index encoding a
2 block of data, the simplification operation effectively
in level
removes a 2 block of residual values 𝑟̃ ⊂ 𝑟̃
𝑙 + 1. We allow the brood to be removed if the subtraction
of these residuals does not increase the approximation error
(at any node in the original tree 𝑇) beyond the tolerance 𝜏.
Specifically, we compute the updated approximation errors
𝑒 by interpolating the subtracted residuals to each finer
level 𝑙 ≥ 𝑙 + 1 as 𝑒 = 𝑒 − 𝑃 , 𝑟̃ and check if
𝑒 ≤ 𝜏.
Even within a level, the affected subtrees of residual blocks
𝑟̃ for different broods do overlap at their boundaries, so
we visit the candidate broods in order of increasing residual
norm ‖𝑟̃ ‖ to hopefully remove more smaller residuals
than fewer larger ones.
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5.4 Codebook sharing
Although codebooks are relatively compact (3 KB for a
single-channel image), they need to be stored along with
each image. On smooth data such as distance fields and
light maps, we find that data residuals are extremely autosimilar across levels, so a shared codebook can be reused
by all tree levels subject to an appropriate scaling factor,
thus requiring only 1 KB. Specifically, we construct the
shared codebook 𝑟 at the finest level. Then for each
coarser level we compute the scaling factor ‖𝑟‖⁄‖𝑟 ‖ of
the image residuals relative to the shared codebook, and
apply this scaling to the codevectors.
In addition, for a class of images with similar content, we
can design a universal codebook using a training image
(Figure 9). Section 6.3 presents results using a universal
codebook on distance fields. However we find that such a
universal codebook does not extend well to dissimilar light
maps or color images.
6. Applications and compression results
We demonstrate the efficiency of tree-based compression
on several data types, including light maps, alpha mattes,
distance fields, and high-dynamic-range images. Table 2
summarizes the results. All examples use forested mipmaps. Compression times range from 2 to 10 minutes,
most of which is spent in VQ optimization. We manually
selected target bit-rates; it would be desirable to automate
this rate selection based on image content.
We compare memory sizes with BC4U and DXT1 (for
grayscale and color images respectively) which are both 4
bits/pixel, as these are widely available representatives of
block-based compression. The reported memory sizes
include both the tree and codebook. We also compare with
the block-based VQ scheme of [BAC96]. Please refer to
our supplemental results for additional examples.
Note that many block-based schemes like BC4U and DXT1
require storage of separate (compressed) mipmap levels,
which effectively raises storage cost to 5.33 bits/pixel for a
full pyramid. In contrast, our tree representation directly
includes all mipmap levels.

Input
Dataset

Size
(KB)
Land (lightmap) 10252 1051
Lady (matte)
10252 1051
Teapot (dist)
10252 131
Piggy (HDR)
5132 3158
Monkey (matte) 10252 1050
Bull (dist)
10252 131
Desk (HDR)
644x874 6754
Atlas (lightmap) 10252 3151
Nefertiti (RGB) 5132
790
Flowers (RGB)
5132
790
Dim.

Compressed tree
Size
(KB)
135
139
8.7
165
95
7.8
349
269
65
116

Bits/
pixel
1.03
1.06
0.07
5.00
0.72
0.06
4.96
2.05
1.97
3.52

PSNR
(dB)
44.2
52.8
51.2
49.6
37.8
31.0

BC4U/
DXT1
PSNR
(dB)
48.8
53.0
51.5
52.5
36.3
29.6

Beers
[BAC96]

PSNR
(dB)
40.6
44.6
43.8
41.4
33.9
28.2

Table 2: Quantitative results including comparison with 4
bit/pixel BC4U or DXT1 compression and 2 bit/pixel VQ
scheme of [BAC96].
6.2 Alpha mattes
Alpha mattes often have only a small fraction of pixels with
fractional alpha values. Our adaptive tree nicely skips all
the solid regions of an alpha map, while precisely reproducing the smooth transitions between opaque and transparent
areas. The alpha matte of Figure 5 is compressed by BC4U
at 4 bits/pixel with an accuracy of 51.5 dB. We achieve a
similar result at only 0.7 bits/pixel (see Figure 6).

Close-up of original
(8 bpp)

Tree-compressed
(1 bpp)

BC4U-compressed
(4 bpp)

Figure 4: Close-up on the light map of Figure 1.

Another benefit of trees, which makes direct comparisons
challenging, is that while the inter-level residuals are
quantized (to 8 bits), the reconstructed signal is floatingpoint and attains greater accuracy at each finer level, as
demonstrated with the distance function in Section 6.3.
6.1 Light maps
Our approach is especially well suited to light maps, as
they contain both smoothly varying regions and sharp
shadow boundaries. Figure 4 compares our method to
BC4U compression which is 4 bits/pixel and has a PSNR
of 48.8 dB. As shown in the graph of Figure 6, we reach
this numerical accuracy at 2.2 bits/pixel. Moreover, Figure
4 shows that even at 1 bit/pixel (44.2 dB), our reconstruction is visually more faithful, with less noise and fewer
dithering artifacts.

Input alpha matte (10252)

Adaptive tree T′

Close-ups of input

Close-ups of compressed

Figure 5:Compression of alpha matte (0.7 bpp;51.2 dB)
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PSNR (dB)

50
45

lightmap
alpha matte

40

lightmap BC4U
alpha matte BC4U

(a) Inpuut vector shape

(bb) Distance field

(c) Adaptive tree
t

(d) Treee-compressed
d
distance

( Thresholding
(e)
using (d)

(f) Antialiasinng
using (d)

lightmap [Beers]

35

alpha matte [Beers]

30
0

1

2
Bits
B per pixel

3

4

Figure 6: Rate-distortion curve for the ligght map and alpha
matte exaamples. Isolatted dots repressent compressioon
results witth DXT1, BC4U
U, and [BAC96].
6.3 Adap
ptively sampled
d distance fieldss
Adaptivelyy sampled distan
nce fields are ann elegant represeentation for vector outlines and 3D shapes [FPRJ00]. When
t
compression
n to such a distaance field, we are
a
applying tree
mainly intterested in the sh
hape of its zero set, so we modiify
the criterion used in the adaptive tree simplification. We
W
let the toleerance τ be largeer, but restrict thhe simplification to
preserve thhe sign of the ap
pproximated dataa al everywhere.
Our schem
me precisely and
a
compactly encodes complex
vector outtlines. In the exaample of Figure 8, the compressed
tree is 7.88 KB while the original parameetric vector reprresentation (with
(
quadratic Bezier
B
segmentss) is 3.2 KB. Annd,
this result is obtained usin
ng a universal coodebook trained on
o
the image in Figure 9.
To measuure the accuracy of our represenntation, we extraact
the zero isocurve of thee compressed distance field, annd
t RMS distan
nce between poiints on this currve
measure the
and the orriginal curve. The geometric PS
SNR is a remarkkably high 82
8 dB, i.e. the error
e
is not visibble if the shape is
rasterized at a resolution less than 10K2 pixels.
p
Moreoveer,
the distancce representation
n permits high-qquality antialiasinng
and magnnification (Figu
ure 8f-g), whicch would not be
b
possible using
u
a traditionaal binary image.
Figure 7 shows
s
that a trad
ditional binary-vaalued tree is muuch
larger as it cannot explo
oit the smoothnness of the vecttor
outline, annd hence requirees more refinemeent.

(g) Thrresholding on maggnification of binaary image and (d) resp.
r

Figure 8: Representattion of a vector shape (3.2KB) as a
signed--distance field at 10252 resolution using a randdomly
accessiible compressedd tree (7.8KB), and its benefitts for
resolutiion-independentt antialiasing and magnificatioon. A
binary image would reequire 131KB annd would not maagnify
as a sm
mooth shape outline as shown in (g).

Traininng image

U
universal coodeb.
Using sppecialized codeb. Using
(24.4KB
B, PSNR 79.2dB)

(21.2KB, PSNR 79.22dB)

Figure 9: Training daata used for universal codeboook on
distancce fields, with negligible
n
deteriioration in resuulting
coding quality. PSNR
NR numbers meaasure the geom
metric
accuraccy of the outline curves.
6.4 High-dynamic-raange images

Traditionaal binary-valued trree

Tree-compreessed distance fieldd

Figure 7:: A traditional quadtree on thee binary image is
much morre refined than our tree comprression of the distance fieldd. (Both perfecttly reproduce Figgure 8a rasterizzed
at 10252 resolution.)
r
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Munkbberg et al [MCH
HA06] and Roiimela et al [RA
AI06]
presentt DXT-like com
mpression schem
mes for HDR im
mages,
using a luminance-hue factorization. Our
O idea is to caapture
the higgh-dynamic rangge variations ussing an aggresssively
compreessed tree and to
t rely on an orrdinary low-dynnamic
image to
t encode the rem
maining detail.
Specifically, we applyy tree compressiion to the log(R
RGB)
t capture the HD
DR variation at only 1 bit/pixel. The
image to
benefit of encoding alll 3 color channnels rather thann just
luminannce is that we reduce subsequent hue quantizzation
artifacts. Then we subtrract the compresssed log(RGB) signal
s
from thhe original log(R
RGB) image to crreate a low-dynaamic-
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range detail image, and quantize its channels (separately) to
8 bits. We compress this quantized detail image using
ordinary DXT1 compression in 4 bits/pixel (Figure 12e).
The overall representation uses 5 bits/pixel and compares
favorably with the earlier result of [MCHA06] at 8
bits/pixel. We report rms errors in log2(RGB) space as in
[XPH05]. Our tree-compressed result has few color quantization artifacts, even at extreme exposure levels.
6.5 Texture atlases
Texture atlases often contain charts separated by unused
space (Figure 10). Our compressed tree ignores these
undefined regions in two ways. First, the tree structure is
adaptively pruned. Second, thanks to our sparse VQ
approach (Section 5.2), the codebook quality is not impacted by the boundaries between the defined and
undefined areas.
We modify the compression algorithm as follows. First,
we extrapolate data outside the chart boundaries with a
pull-push step [SSGH01]. We use this new image to
compute the mipmap of desired values. Second, we remove from the mipmap tree 𝑇 all sub-trees covering empty
regions; the tree is no longer complete, and some residual
blocks now contain undefined data values. This is handled
by our modified VQ as described Section 5.2.

Original atlas
(black is unused)

Tree-compressed
(2.05 bpp; 49.6 dB)

Adaptive tree 𝑇
(close-up)

Figure 10: Multi-chart texture atlas compression. Unused
regions are omitted from the tree and ignored by VQ.

(a) Input (644×874) close-up

(b) Log-RGB of (a)

(c) Adaptive tree on (b)

(d) Tree-compression of (b)

(e) Detail (b minus d) (DXT1) (f) Final image using (d) and (e)

6.6 Limitation: color images
Tree compression can also be applied to color images. It is
most effective on images with large smooth areas, such as
in Figure 13 where we obtain a 2X memory savings compared to DXT1 compression, with slightly higher accuracy.

Input HDR image (close-up at 3 different exposures)

However, on more common images with uniform highfrequency detail, the resulting tree becomes too dense to be
a significant benefit over traditional block-based approaches, as shown in Figure 11.
Tree-compressed HDR image (4.96 bpp; log2(RGB) rmse = 0.19)

Original Our result [MCHA06] Original Our result [MCHA06]
Comparison with Munkberg et al [MCHA06]

Adaptive tree T′ (close-up)

Tree-compr. (3.52 bpp; 31 dB)

Figure 11: Uniformly distributed detail creates a nearcomplete tree, which is not our desired scenario.

Figure 12: For an HDR image, aggressive tree compression in log(RGB) space (at 1 bit/pixel), with remaining
detail represented as a low-dynamic-range DXT1 image (4
bits/pixel). In comparison, Munkberg et al [MCHA06]
report rmse=0.25 at 8 bits/pixel.
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Input image (5132)

Close-ups of input

Close-up of adaptive tree T

Tree-compr. (1.97 bpp; 37.8 dB)

data structure efficiently. The image decompression shader
compiles to 298 instructions. On a GeForce 8800 GTX, we
render the images at their original resolutions with full
filtering enabled. The decompression rates, shown in Table
3, are about 20X slower than the DXT1/BC4U schemes.
But of course, these block-based decompression schemes
benefit from specialized hardware in the GPU, and the
texture caching and filtering system have been optimized
for their use. We analyze possible caching strategies in the
next section. Even without assistance from specialized
hardware, our scheme allows real-time rendering when
decompressing a screen-sized texture.
Dataset
Frames/sec
Dataset
Frames/sec
Land (lightmap)
48
Bull (dist)
122
Lady (matte)
60
Ennis (HDR)
34
Teapot (dist)
115
Atlas (lightmap)
47
Desk (HDR)
64
Nefertiti (RGB)
207
Monkey (matte)
82
Flowers (RGB)
189

Table 3: Current rendering performance on the GPU.
8. Analysis and discussion
DXT1-compr. (4 bpp; 36.3 dB)

[BAC96] (2 bpp; 33.9 dB)

Figure 13: Compression of a relatively smooth color
image, compared with DXT1 compression and with uniform 2×2 block VQ using a 256-entry codebook.
7. Tree evaluation
Our decompression scheme is easy to implement on a CPU.
The following is pseudocode for trilinear evaluation at a
point 𝑥 and mipmap level 𝑙:
value Evaluate(point 𝑥, float 𝑙) {
If 𝑙 ≤ 4,
return trilinearly filtered value from mipmap.
Identify the square cell containing 𝑥 at level 4
(i.e. the starting level for trees in the forested mipmap).
For each of the four corners of this cell:
retrieve the root node address and value.
Re-express point 𝑥 in the cell’s local coordinates.
Loop:
At point 𝑥, bilinearly interpolate the four node values.
If --𝑙 < 1 or all four node addresses are NULL,
return value at 𝑥 lerp’ed with that in prior level using 𝑙.
Set the new cell as the quadrant containing point 𝑥.
For each of the four new cell corners:
Predict the new node value using bilinear interpolation.
If the node parent address is non-NULL,
Access the VQ codebook to add the residual value.
Update the node address to the appropriate child.
Re-express point 𝑥 in the new cell’s coordinates.
}

Due to the tree adaptivity and the collapse of coarsest levels
into a forested mipmap, the number of tree levels traversed
in the loop is relatively low on average, as shown in the
rightmost column of Table 4.
We have also implemented the evaluation procedure within
a GPU pixel program. DirectX 10 enables unfiltered access
to 1D memory buffers with a maximum size of 128 MB.
This linear memory layout enables better caching behavior
than the complex addressing resulting from unfolding the
tree in a 2D texture. Integer arithmetic lets us decode the
© The Eurographics Association 2007.

Benefits of tree structure. Data coherence generally
permits a very adaptive hierarchy. In particular, note the
representation of the signed distance function in Figure 8,
where the adaptive tree is able to represent the smooth
function at a coarse resolution, yet still capture its localized
fine detail (such as sharp corners) at fine resolution. Also,
our scheme supports floating point signals at no additional
cost, as exploited in the HDR application.
Bandwidth analysis. An important consideration in any
compression scheme is the memory bandwidth necessary to
decode samples under typical texture access patterns.
Indeed, as processors continue to integrate more computational cores, bandwidth becomes the likely bottleneck.
Although our hierarchical compression involves several
memory accesses (up to 8 at each resolution level in the
worst case), most of these accesses are temporally coherent
and can therefore be intercepted on-chip. In this section we
explore two such bandwidth reduction strategies, which can
be used separately or together:
• Cache of multiresolution nodes. We introduce a cache
indexed by the parent address and child index (0..3),
which returns the child node address and its float value.
(Addresses refer to locations within the memory buffer.)
We assume a fully associative cache with LRU replacement as in [IM06]. We find that a cache of 256 entries is
already very effective. Each entry requires 12 bytes for
grayscale signals, so the cache occupies only 3KB.
• Buffering of the last query. We store the multiresolution
samples used by the last sample evaluation, i.e. a stack
of cells, each holding an (𝑥, 𝑦) location, 4 data values,
and 4 memory buffer addresses. For a grayscale image,
a 6-level stack needs 216 bytes. Given a query point, we
iterate through the stack levels fine-to-coarse until the
point lies within the buffered cell, and then begin the
coarse-to-fine tree evaluation algorithm as before. Consequently we avoid traversing the tree from its root if
intermediate resolutions are already buffered, and thereby reduce computation in addition to bandwidth.

We have performed a seet of simulationss using these tw
wo
bandwidthh reduction strattegies. Using thhe 10252 light map
of Figure 1, we simulate a Morton (Z-orrder) texture-spaace
traversal, as would be typiical in a rasterization pass, as weell
as scanlinee traversal. We also simulate texture mapping the
t
atlas of Fiigure 10 onto thee mesh in Figure 15, with Mortoon
order in screen-space. In
n both cases, thee 256-entry coddebook is sm
mall (1 KB) and
d we assume thaat it is loaded innto
an on-chipp buffer.
Table 4 annd Table 5 summ
marize the simullation results. For
F
the light map,
m
the compreessed data size iss 135.3 KB, or 10
times smaaller than the uncompressed
u
m
mipmap
pyramiid.
Accessingg this compressed
d data without any
a caching results
in a memoory bandwidth of
o 25807 KB, whhich is significanntly larger than
t
even the original
o
uncomprressed data (1052
KB). Forr the Morton ord
dering, introduciing the 3KB node
cache andd the last-query buffer reduces bandwidth to 1447
KB, whicch is only 1.1 times the com
mpressed memoory
representaation. Figure 14
4 graphs bandw
width as a functioon
of total caache size for this Morton traverrsal. With a suffficiently larrge node cachee, the last-queryy buffer does not
n
affect banndwidth, but does significantly reduce computtation. For the atlas access in Table 5, the bit
b rate is less than
the comprressed representaation due to mipm
mapping.
Large daatasets. Our cu
urrent tree consttruction proceduure
(Section 5.3)
5
creates a complete
c
tree before
b
adaptiveely
pruning itt, and thus doess not scale welll to large imagees.
However, it should be po
ossible as futuree work to alter the
t
algorithm to more concissely compute acccumulated errorrs.
The runtim
me representatio
on should scale to larger texturees.
Of course,, a practical alterrnative is a tilingg structure.
Scheme
Uncom
mpressed image
Imagee with its mipmap pyramid
Comppressed representattion

Bits/piixel Average
8 number
levels
1
10.7
traversed
1
1.03

Mortoon order: tree evalu
uation
with multiresolution no
ode cache
with buffering of last query
q
with both cache and bu
uffering

1990.6
1.1
3.7
1.1

4.8
4.8
0.4
0.4

Scanline order: tree evaaluation
with multiresolution no
ode cache
with buffering of last query
q
with both cache and bu
uffering

1990.6
9.6
1
19.2
9.8

4.8
4.8
0.98
0.98

Table 4: Analysis of mem
mory bandwidthh cost to evaluaate
52 light map of Figure 1, withoout
the tree-coompressed 1025
and with our
o two bandwid
dth reduction straategies.
Scheme
Uncom
mpressed image
Imagee with its mipmap pyramid
Comppressed representattion
Atlas access: tree evaluation
with multiresolution no
ode cache
with buffering of last query
q
with both cache and bu
uffering

Bits/piixel Average
8 number
levels
1
10.7
traversed
2
2.05
2770.7
1.8
4
44.7
1.8

4.8
4.8
0.92
0.92

Table 5: Memory bandw
width for texturring the mesh of
Figure 15 with the atlas off Figure 10.

Bandwidth (bits/pixel)
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8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

node cachi ng
last-query buffer
b
last-query + node caching

0

1000

2000
3000
Cache Size (bytes))

4000

50
000

Figure 14: Bandwidtth as function of total cache size
(includding node caching and/or last-queery buffer).

Figure 15: Viewpoint used
u
for bandwiddth measuremennts on
the atlaas of Figure 10.
9. Sum
mmary and futu
ure work
We havve introduced a framework
f
for compressing
c
adaaptive
hierarchhies using a compact randoomly-accessible tree
structurre. Such a tree provides a natuural continuous mipmap intterpolation struccture, and we haave a shown thaat this
interpolation is achievved most efficieently using a prrimal
subdiviision structure.
Some avenues
a
for futurre work include:
• Dynaamic loading annd unloading of
o subtrees for large
data,, exploiting locall offsets to allow
w data relocationn.
• Use of the quadtrree constructionn of Ziegler et
e al
[ZDT
TS07] for dynam
mic compressionn on the GPU.
• Appllication of the trree structure to octree
o
textures, where
w
sparsse VQ will be esspecially advantaageous.
• Use of tree-compresssed 3D distancee fields for real-time
collission detection.
• Geneeralization of the tree structure to a directed accyclic
graphh, for representaation of tiled textture patterns.
• Archhitectural designss for hardware im
mplementation.
• Runttime tree updatess for incrementaal data changes.
• Imprroved tree comprression using perceptual metricss.
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